"Everything is governed by the brain and no organ is able to do the same thing or replace itself."
The possibility of detecting changes in cortical oxygenation [l] by means of NIRS infrared
spectroscopy was already demonstrated at the end of the 1970s. The unique ability of this technique
was to detect metabolic, hemodynamic and neuronal signals associated with brain activity. Until a
few years ago the NIRS technology was limited to spectroscopic detection.
It was only after 2015 that research on the effects of NIR to be applied as a treatment of
inflammatory processes in the cerebral cortex began. A first study was carried on mice that, after
being exposed to Infrared light with a wavelength of 810 nm, showed improvements in locomotor
activity and neuroprotection (2). In the following years up until today, there have been numerous
publications on the effect of NIR therapies able to improve the decompensation caused by
inflammatory and metabolic processes of the cortical cerebral cortex. For example, studies carried
out in patients with dementia that showed improvements in memory and cognitive abilities after
undergoing NIR treatments (3) or studies on improvements in motor response in patients with
spinal cord injury. (4)

The effects of NIR
stimulation are multiple:
• increased cerebral blood
flow,
• neuroprotection from
apoptosis,
• increased survival of
neuronal cells,
• beneficial effects on
neuronal cells,
• beneficial effects on
oxidative stress,
• anti-inflammatory effects,
• increased neurogenesis
and synaptogenesis

Abstract

Photobiomodulation (FBM) describes the therapeutic use of Red or Near infrared (NIR) light to stimulate, treat, and relieve pain
and inflammation as well as prevent tissue death. It is an innovative way to stimulate neuronal activity and improve brain function
buy esposing neural tissues to low-flow light (with a range from < 1 to < 20 J/cm2 at 810 nm wavelengths). (5) It has been proven
that the absorption of NIR light by biological tissues is attributed to some chromophores in particular, Britton Chance estimated
that more than 50% of this absorption could be attributed to helicated protons present in the enzyme Cytochrome-C Oxidase
(CCO). (6)
Specifically, PBM appears to promote an increase in electron availability for molecular oxygen reduction within the catalytic center
of CCO, increasing the mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) and increasing the levels of ATP, cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP) and oxygen reactive species (ROS); all these reactions indicate an increase in mitochondrial function and
may trigger the beginning of the cell signaling pathway.
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Figure 1 Perceived quality of life after NIR use in 40 patients

The following data has been collected
from a medical practice in Milan and
an outpatient clinic in Cesena using
the NIR method. The 40 patients (of
which 23 females and 17 males, aged
between 45 and 70 years) were finally
evaluated afther each treatment with
NIR method through a selfadministered questionnaire ("General
Well-Being Index" Italian version
validated by Grossi et al., 2006) which
evaluates, with values ranging from 1
to 5, the individual perception of
quality of life. Since the first treatment
session, patients show increases in
score as the sessions proceed, 80% of
them remaining in a stable perception
of quality of life.
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Clinical studies show effective
improvements in the perception of
cognitive disorders and significant
positive effects on the quality of life
of patients treated with NIR
technology.
In particular, improvements in
memory, degree of attention, quality
of sleep, emotional decompensation,
visual or auditory disorders were
highlighted.
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Figure 2. Perception of cognitive disorders after NIR use in 40 patients

In the following case, however, the 40 patients
(including 23 female and 17 male; aged between
45 and 70 years) were evaluated on the individual
perception of cognitive disorders in daily life given
("Cognitive Failures Questionnaire" Italian version
validated by Stratta et al., 2006) which evaluates
these improvements giving values from 1 to 5.
From the first session, a trend of improvement
emerges that stabilizes from the 5th session
onwards for the majority of subjects.

Where the NIR can be used

The NIR method can be used as a support to rehabilitative treatments of all
metabolic and inflammatory diseases.
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